
HOW DOES DOTA 2 MATCHMAKING WORKS

Unranked or casual games do not display matchmaking ratings and still doesn't Players must have completed at least
matches in their Dota 2 account to gain Players more skilled than that threshold must work upwards from this limit.

If it doesn't find enough players within that range the first time, then it will repeat the loop, except with a less
restrictive range, meaning their is a larger skill differences between you and these players, than the difference
between you and the players it has already found. When making a match, the automatic matchmaker assigns a
quality score for each of the point above and then takes an average for the whole team. For the correctness of
the MMR aspect: We recognize that there is a tradeoff here on the mmr data quality if the match has solo mmr
numbers with party mmr numbers, however we feel that the impact of that data noise is much smaller than
even we initially considered it to be early on and generally with how it is discussed online. The system does
not directly try to achieve any particular win rate for players. A surprising match outcome will tend to cause
an increase in uncertainty. The problem comes with Dota 2's current matchmaking situation where MOST
matches are played on one's originating server, but a few are played cross-region. Click here to check all live
and upcoming matches Cores, Supports and Ranked Roles for all Again, in a move that will please support
players across the world, there is now a value given to being a support player. Parties with members whose
MMRs are or more apart are unable to queue for ranked matches. Settings Settings allow players to be
matched only with others who have selected the same settings. Now when you matchmake, you will have the
option of selecting roles from position 1 through 5 Safe Lane Core through Hard Support , including multiple
selections. Another common case is playing with a friend who has a higher mmr than you, expecting that it
will cause your mmr to go higher. The discrepancy between experience measured by the number of games
played between the least experienced player and the most experienced player is minimized. Remember its not
your new Dota 2 level we are talking about, it is about Experience Trophy points. Smurf detection is it's own
complicated issue, but we know for sure that the system checks if you completely pub stomped almost every
one of your first several games, and if you did, it will skyrocket your matchmaking ranking. So our
matchmaking ranking is not a true world relative ranking, which may cause slight inaccuracies for
cross-region games. If we end up keeping this feature in the future, there will be a separate calibration phase
for each one. You mentioned Uncertainty in the above point, What is it? Dota 2 keeps a leader board of top
players of All regions separately. According to Valve, player opinions of the MMR system are highly
correlated with their recent win rates. Bot Match This function matches you or your team against
AI-controlled bots. Each team contains about the same number of parties. Lack of a common language across
the whole match is also avoided, but less strongly. Players in Low Priority cannot queue for ranked matches.
Higher uncertainty allows larger adjustments after each match, and lower uncertainty leads to smaller
adjustments. Suppose we have one big happy dota region. When you reach your experience trophy level 50
you can play Ranked matches. After 1st Blood Any member of your party abandons in any form. After each
match, we update your MMR based on what happened in that match. Selecting more settings can significantly
reduce wait time, as the system will be able to search for compatible players from a larger population pool.
Since your day 1 and game 1, your MMR is calculated by Dota 2 even in normal matches. Seasonal rankings
are reset at the end of each season. Players with high uncertainty are more likely to be matched with players
that differ more greatly in skill level, and vice versa.


